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Decisions to Make---Before You Visualize
(l)
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If you r communication is to hit its target, it
must be aimed accurate ly . Before you can determine how to launch your message, there are se veral important decisions to make. This is true no
matter what channel you use--booklets, slides,
posters, speeches, etc.

The d eci sions that you must make involve
four main questions. They are all concerne d with
the goals y ou wish to reach. None can be answered
until you know who and where is your audience,
as we ll as other background information . The success of you r communication d epends upon how
correctly you answer these questions.
1.

What are the specific needs of your audience and how did they arise?

2.

What goal s and results d o you hope to
achieve by your visual presentation?

3.

What obstacles or particular problems
will you encounter as your messag~ is
visualized and sent to the audience?

4.

Can you test your visuals on a practice
audience before preparing large quantities of the materials?

These four questions show that you cannot
d ecide on your visuals unti l you have determined
what you want to accomplish. Consider
the ends first, then
the means-- i ncluding
visual means, if any .
Otherwise, you are
putting the cart before the horse.

?

1(§1~

Planning a cummunication is similar to planning a trip. First you must decide if the trip is
necessar y - -if it will serve your purpose. Then
you must d eci de where you are going, what route
to take, and what means you will use to get there.
To choo se the means, or visual, before your goal
is like worrying about which car to drive before
knowing where to go .
Som etimes you may have weeks or even
months to plan a communication and deliberately
consider each question . At other times you will
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have to answer "off the cuff." Then the questions
must be kept in the back of your mind as you plan
your strategy.
NEEDS OF YOUR AUDIENCE

I

What are the specific needs of your audience and how did they arise?

Suppose your message concerns the remodeling of a kitchen to save labor. To pinpoint the audience, let us say it is composed of adult farm
women who live in houses at least 10 years old.
In this case, the specific need arose with your
audience and is recognized by them. It was called
to your attention by an individual or group.
A survey may first be necessary to determine
the size of your audience . This factor will affect
the promotion needed to create interest. You must
al&o remember that this specific need may merely
be an indication of a larger problem. Perhaps the
installation of water and sewer systems must precede kitchen remodeling.
Once the specific need is known, you should
determine whether a similar problem exists in
other counties and states. If so, pertinent visual
aids may have been previously prepared by others.
If yours is a statewide problem, visuals could be
available on that basis.
YOUR GOALS
What goals and results do you hope to
achieve by your visual presentation?
Your long-range goal in the kitchen example
might be to have 50 percent of the old kitchens remodeled. However, your short-range objective is
only to create a favorable attitude or make actual
drawings for only a few kitchens . With this select
audience, a strategically placed exhibit might be
more help in reaching your goals than a television
show.
You must also decide what degree of mastery
of skills you will expect within 1 week, 1 month,
1 year , or 5 years . For the message to be effective , is a series of instruction periods required?
Moreover, will the scheduled meetings be for
large or small groups? This type of information
will help you determine the need for posters.

Will you want your audience to identify things,
follow fixed procedures, learn manual skills , understand concepts? Printed material in bulletin
form may be the answer to some of these problems.
For others, y ou may want to copy certain drawings
on slides.
When you want people to remember fi.gures,
such as cupboard sizes, flash cards are effective.
For layouts and shelf arrangements, mock-up
models could be used to good advantage.
All these references to specific visuals merely
point out the importance of knowing what your goals
are before deciding on communication channels
and particular tools.
OBSTACLES
~
~

What obstacles or special problems will
you encounter as your message is visualized and sent to the audience?

First be sure that the cost is not so high that
the program is actually not feasible for most of
the potential audience . Then discover what prejudices or adverse attitudes you have to overcome.
Is your audience afraid of high charges? Is it
complacent? Is their background one which discourages the improvements you are promoting?
Does yuur audience lack certain skills in order
to accept your message? Do they already know how
to read plans, figure bills of materials, select
floor and counter coverings? If you find that you
must teach plan reading, an overhead or opaque
projector is an excellent visual tool.
Another obstacle may be the time and money
you can afford to put into the preparation, presentation, and distribution of materials. Is this a
major project on which you can spend most of the
yearly budget? Are you or your staff free to prepare the needed mock - ups, models, sets of slides,
charts, posters, and other visuals? Can these
visuals be professionally prepared on a large
enough scale to make the cost reasonable? Are
materials from other counties or states available
to you? Will lumber and appliance dealers assist
you either financially or with teaching materials?
The answers to these questions will affect the kind
and number of visuals you can consider using .
And finally, how can you capture the attention
and action of your audience? If some attitudes are
not favorable, an indirect approach may be more
successful than a direct one. Motion picture films
are e ffective when attitude change is needed. If the
audience is not even aware of the problem, a tour,
window display, or portable exhibit could be used.
Perhaps you can call attention to your message by
working with an organized farm group which holds
regular meetings.

PRETESTING

4

Can you test your visuals on a practi ce audience befor e preparing large quantities of
the materials?

Testing a form of training device with sample
groups will often result in significant improvements
in the final product. This leads to the detection of
errors in organization, clarity , and economy of
production.
Your test group should be as similar as possible to the group on which you will use the completed visuals. Instead of the adult farm women,
try a 4- H Club or ladies aid. This "dry run" should
be far enough in advance to allow for evaluating,
revamping , and producing the final visuals. You
may even decide to switch to channels outside of
the visual field completely. In any case, if you
make the changes indicated by the test, the re will
be a higher percentage of targets hit with your
message.

****************************
The decisions made on foregoing questions
will largely determine what visuals, if any, you
will produce. Consider each aspect seriously.
There are many examples of how your answers
affect the planning and use of visuals.
Where skills are to be stressed, charts, flash
cards, and slides are more appropriate than motion
pictures. On the other hand, films are effective
when attitudes are involved. If you have an immediate deaaline, homemade flipcharts sh.ould be in
order. If time is ample, art work copied on slides
might be better.

If meetings are to be held out-of-doors, projected materials may be inadvisable. Television
would be of little help if your audience is only a
small percentage of the total population. If you
have to move from one place to another, small
window displays might be better than exhibits. And
where the budget is a major concern, you will have
to plan visuals that can be borrowed, copied, rented,
or bought with the means at your disposal.
In any case , your communication channels will
be determined by your answers to the four main
questions . You must know what you want to accomplish before you can know how to do it.
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